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Revisions proposed for Spring Quarter Schedule

by Kathi 3o Arnold
UC Senior Cqpy Editorand
3ay Arr Henderson
UC -Editor-in-Chief

A hastily-<0nvened committee

met recently to consider the prob-

lem of a short Spring Quarter.
A decision was made to extend
the quarter by three days. This recommendation will be made to the
BoardoITrusteesintheAprii meeting. It is expected that the change
wilt be approved. ·
Due to an error in. SSU's academic calendar, this spring quarter
\'roS s,;he1ul~ to I~ ooly a:,proximately nine weeks (not counting
Finals week).
This error was made 2 1/2 years
ago by the calendar committee,
whichconsistedoftwofaadtymem~
bcrs belonging to the SEA and representatives of the student govemmelll
Thecrrorwascaughtandbrought

tu &ttcntion by Marti Sherman-Day,
assistant professor of education.

Accordingtoadministratorsand
faculty, no one certain person or
committee can be blamed for the
error due to the many various
organizations and committees
itslipped through. Steve Midkiff
said the error went unnoticed by
the Student Senate, SEA, the
President's Council, the President and the Board ofTrustecs.
all of whom establish and approve the calendar.
According to the· official
policy, the ~ d of Resents
has a section entitled ..Ruic
Two", under which this quarter
was deemed short. This rule
states that, for subsidy calculations, an academic year should
consist of 33 total weeks. Of
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weeks for instruction and 1weclt
setasideforfQlals. Springquarteris
scheduled to last from M81ch 30

until June 7, which is a period of nicnce. JuliaBasham, .Associate Pro- pletcd before graduation day. For
only 1Oweeks and thus violates the fessor of Natural Science , said, me, this may create a problem."
...It's been an inconvenience in that
And Jennifer Lester, a freshman
policy.
because I'll have to redevelop at SSU makes her feelings known by
my syllabi for all my classes saying, ..In all honesty, this school
and I'll have to tiy to resched- causes me all the inconvenience it
ule my Florida Keys trip."
possibly can."
It was rccognil.ed that, due to the
Nan Yun, Associate Professor ofEnglish doesn't have policyoftheBoardofR.egents, some
too inuch ofa problem with the
fine adjustments might have to be
quarter shortage: ..It's not too · made. SSU President Clive Veri
much of a shortage for me; I quickly put together a committee
migbthavctoracethroughsomc oonsisting of an SEA n:presentamaterial, but I hr/CD 't tven tivc, the UFA President, the VicePresidentof'student.Affairs, the Promuch thought to it."
Stephen Midkiff of the vost, and the Registrar to review the
Registrar offiocr said, ..I wish it problem and suggest poss1ble soluwould have been found before tions.
the quarter began."
It was decided to extend the quarA short quarter poses prob- ter by three days. This would actulems for students as well. Chet ally cause the instructional part
Dougles,asenioreamingaBA
of the quarter to cover ten difin Natural Science, said, ..I fcrmtwecksalthougb thetalth weclt
For some people, this shortage graduate this quarter. There's a posofthequartcr causessomeinconw- sibility my finals may not be com- continued oa Pap 2
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1994 Scioto Free Tree Program

by Becky Fugate
,.....
- _..._.......
_-_-...-.......,_-....-....--.......,.,.-_-..,....,_-__-,:,:,:~,,:.,
uc Assistant News Editor
The Scioto Free Tree Program
(SFrP) is just one of the organi:zations scheduled here in honor of
Earth Day 1994. It is a local non-

profit, all-volunteer organi:zation
whose purpose is to solicit private
donations in order to buy trees from
state nurseries and then give these
trees to tl.e public free ofcharge for
planting on private land. Up to
26,00 trees will be planted on properties in the county that were previ- .

place in downtown Portsmouth during April 22 will also receive free
trees. The parade, hosted by Century Cable in cooperation with the
Po~outhareaJaycees, is entitled
the "Cleanup and Greenup Earth
DIJY Parade", scheduled at 5:30pm.

Mayor Frank Gerlach will lead the
parade from Tracy Park down Chillicothe to the Third St. City Parking
Lot ..It is our hope that every school
and civic organiz.ation in our city
will participate in the parade, then
adopta special project that will make

Portsmouth even more beautiful,"
MayorGerlachsaid. "Somegroups
will plant and prune at school sites,
while others will clean up and restore public sites to their natural
beauty. As long as everyone docs
Continued on Pg. 2

Volunteers needed for tree plantine

---.. >-"ly grol\p wishing to participate in the ..Project Greenup and

volunteersareneedcdtohelpbyplming3000tRP.m:dlingsinGreenTownship. Anyonewhowooldlikctoworlc
is cncoura~ to show up ready at
9:00 am at Green High School or at
Shawnee state University at 8: 15 am,
where free bus.,ing will be provided.
For more information on this date,

contact Don Spradlin at 354-9200 or· ·
9134; or Mr. Cornwell at the Green
Elementary School at 354-9290.
Volunteers for tree planting arc
encowaJPI to bring their own planting tools. Idcntificatioa tags should
be attached to the tools. Seit drinks
and toilet facilities will be provided.

Cleanup Parade" should contact
Wendy Towns of the Portsmouth
.
Area Jaycees at 353-0988, or 353;·J>-.r.-S-t-yl-ia_n_o_·•··~ -,a""'c1J-~-,•-J""'••••1.1.,. i1""'
j ""'
) -) ~. 8120 after 5:00 pm.
Tree Planting Date: Saturday,
volunteersfrom the community and Olive, Silver Maple, Sweetgum,
high school students from South AustralianPine,PitchPine,andPin April 16, 1994
Over 100 student and adult
Webster, Bloom Vernon, Minford, Oalc. Trees fortheAFrPR.cclama- ·
-=====-.-,,......,_,...-==,.......,,=.,.....,=====_,..._,..._
volunteers
are needed to help ,
and Green will give their efforts to tion are: Norway Spruce, E. White
reclaim the mined areas with new Pine, American Pine, Black Locust, by planting 5000+ trees this }
growth. Thcgroupaimstoteachthe Sweetgum, Yellow Poplar," White date in Madison township. {
motto,' A .-esponsible citiz.cn is one Ash, Silky Dogwood, and Black Anyone who would like to • •
plant trees is encouraged to }
whowillplantonctreeeveryyearof Chokeberry.
their life.' If you are interested in
The SFrP, whose goal is to help showupreadytoworlcat9:00 }
volunteering to plant trees, please plant halfa million treesbytheycar am at Minford school or at l
see sidebar for times, dates, and 2001 , successfully distributed Shawnee State University at
who to contact.
26,000 Eastern White Pinc seed- 8: 15 am, where free bossing J
The project, which was founded lin.ss to Scioto County schools and will be provided to Minford \
and directed by Orin Campbell of__ resjdentslastyearforplanting. Free School. For more informa- ?
Community ~ction Or~~tion
will al_~ be offered to partici- tion contact Skip Keller/Jean
tmd 'Cr Styh~ HadJt;allJ:'.1,; of
~.nd vie:ton at Shawnee State Easterat820-3445. Planting
Shawnee State University, an- University's Appalachian Festival or class session will beat Boyd
nounced that this year it has over an,fa!ShawneePark'sAnnualTrout Waren's House off White
65,000 two year old tree seedlings Derby, the latter of which is sched- Gravel Road.
to hand out. Among the trees being ulcd to take place April 30-May 1.
givcnawayonAiborDayare: White
Observers and participants of
Pines, Dogwood, Redbud, Autumn the Earth Day Parade that will take
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The Uni:vers1ty Chronicle
Primaries
... only a month away
ScheduleChanges ••• ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;; by
Matthew Rawlings

Continued from page 1

would be only three days long.
Under the new calendar, if it is
approved, instructors who made
plans based on the short quaner listed
in the original calendar will have to
rescheduleclasses and private plans.
Some faculty members have
expresssed concern that students who
may have made prior commitments
using the old calendar will have to

disrupt their lives or miss Finals.
Pr-ovostA.L.Addington's views
on the necessary changes were calm
and reassuring: "It may cause some
inconvenience, butJhe change is necessary to bring us into compliance
with OBR policy. And, of course,
the final approval of the change rests
with the Board of Trustees."

Note: The changes made in the schedul~ will
cause Final Examination dates to be moved.
A listing of the Revised Final Examination
Schedule is as follows:
,

Classes Ordinarily Meeting:
M,W,Fat8am
M,W,F at 9:30am
M,W,F at 11am
M,W ,F at 12:30pm
M, W,F at 2pm
M,W ,Fat 3:30pm
T,R at 8am
T,R at 10am
T,R at Noon
T,R at 2pm

Will have Finals on:
M, June6 at8•10am

W, June 8 at 9:30•11:30 am
F,June l0atllam•lpm
M, June 6 at 12:30•2:30pm
W, June 8 at 2-4pm
F, June 10 at 3•Spm
T, June 7 at 8-lOam
R, June 9 at 10-12 Noon
T, June 7 at l2•2pm
R, June 9 at 2•4pm

EVENING SCHEDULE
Evening classes meeting after 4pm should schedule
their final exam the last class session during final
exam week.
CLASSES meeting one time a week should schedule
exams during the final class session during finals
week. Grade sheets due in the office of the Re&istrar by 5pm Monday June 13.

Tree Program ...

continued from pg. 1
their part, we'll see a visible difference in our city."
Also during April, there will be a
raffle, the proceeds of which go toward next year's tree fund. There
willbefiveprizesgivenaway: Lodging for two at Shawnee Lodge on
Monday thru Thursday; a IO% discount on the purchase of something
at West End Furniture (1 year expi•
ration date); a free furnace or air
conditioning service, compliments
of Mark Benson; a meal for four at
Sarah's Restaurant; and a Greek cuisine meafcatered for a family of six
upon request. There will also be a
special prize to be announced at a
.later date in the summer. Winning
tickets will be drawn at Shawnee
State UniverBity on Sunday, May 1
( 12 :00 at the Appalachian Festival).
Tickets will be sold for one month at
Shawnee University Cafeteria,
Sarah's, CAO, and the Community
Common. Ticket prices are $1.00
apiece or 6 for $5.00. All proceeds
go toward the purchase of trees for
next year. Drop by the cafeteria and
drop your tickets in the raf~ box
that is set up near the cashiers. Cafeteria manager Bob Young would
like to encourage the·community to
participate in the free tree raffle, and
to stop by the cafeteria for a deli-

cious, hot meal.
Rounding up the events, the
SFfP will donate 500 trees to the
city of Portsmouth to be planted on
May 9 in North Moreland. The site
and the trees will become a public
nursery from which in the next few
years area residents can get trees at
no cost and as needed.
Finally, the directors of SFfP
would like to thank the Portsmouth
Area Beautification Society, under
whose auspices the goals of SFTP
are being realized, all the community donors who with their generous
inonetary and prize contributions
have further made it all possible, the
CAO and SSU for offering their
services and facilities in support of
SFfP, and the many volunteers who
have helped all along to organize the
various events scheduled. Dr. Hadjiyannis would like to personally
thank Shawnee State and Mr.
Cambell for helping plan the Earth
Day Parade, the students of Shawnee for their voluntary services, Dr.
Veri for all of his help and encouragement, and would also like to add
that he is extremely pleased by the
community's response to the program. Due to all the above combined, the SFfP believes, Scioto
County has been made a better place
to be and enjoy.

State Bob Taft.
The highlights of the May 3 primary will be the contested races for
eac,h party's nomination. The U.S.
senate race features Lt. Governor
MikeDewine, Dr. Bernadine Healey,
Ohio Senator Gene Watts and businessman George Rhodes vying for
the Republican nod and Attorney
Joel Hyatt and Cuyahoga County
Commissioner May Boyles vying
for the Democratic nomination.
Dewine (R-Cedarville) and Hyatt
(D-Cleveland) are the favorites.
Dewine's unsuccessful run for the
U.S. Senate seat in 1992 and Hyatt
legal services have given the two
candidates high 'name recognition
among voters. The sixth district congressional seat will also feature a
primary battle. U.S. Representative
Ted Strickland (D-Lucasville) is unopposed in the Democratic primary,
but the Republican prlmaey pmtn-

uc Guest Writer

Thursday, February 17, candidates filed petitions for the May 3
Republican and Democratic primaries. The May 3rd primary will determine which candidates will square
off in the November 8 general election, as well as who will represent
the parties as committeemen and
committeewomen. Offices up for
election that will appear on local
ballots will be governor and lieutenant governor, U.S.senator, U.S.senator, U.S. congressman, i;ecretary of
state, state attorney general, state
auditor, state treasurer, Ohio senator, Ohio house representative, state
supreme court, court of appeals,
county auditor, county commissioner, and the newly created court
of common pleas/domestic relations.
Fifty-one candidates filed°petitions
which will be examined by the local
of
Board of Elections and Secret

ises to be a horse race. Ohio Senator
Cooper Snyder (R-Hillsboro) and
businessman and former school
teac1ier Frank Cremeans (RGallipolis) are the two favorites.
Snyder has good name recognition
in the western half of the district,
representing the area in the Ohio
senate since 1979, while Cremeans
has good name recognition in ,the
eastern half, having made an unsuccessful run for the Ohio house in
1992. The race may very well come
down to who can raise the most
money to buy higher name recognition and present the candidate's
message. Cremeans may have the
upper hand in fund raising. Wellknown Ohio busmessman Bob Evans
is Cremeans' finance chairman. Two
other candidates, Bob Kelley (of
Sciotodale) and John Weisman of
Rio Grande,_have also filed petitions.

Happy Days Piua

2922 S ioto Trail Pon mouth Ohio
Phone 354-2212

Monday-Thur, day JO: 0-11:00
Friday 10:30-1:00
Saturday 2:00-1:00
Sunday 2:00-11:00

SPECIALS

Lasagna or Spaghetti. Garlic Bread & Small Garden Salad.. h.$5.35
10% Discount to all SSU tuden with alld ID

PIZZA

Original Chee e

Each It m

9"
$3.35
$ 30

12"

$5.65
.95

l(j"
6.8S

$1.20

18"

$ .OS
$1.35

P.EPPERONI--SAUSAGE--HAM-MUSHROOMS-..<JREENOLIV~
Otu$N PEPPERS-BAN NA PEPPERS-ONIONS--EX. ~E--PINBAPPLE

Che s sticks.............................. mall $3.5S .... ......• l:.arge $4.85
House Sub ............................................................................................ $3.85
Ham & Cheese Sub........................................................ $3.20

Pizza Bread.~~ ..................................................................................... ~·-············
$2.65

"Each Add'l ltem... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $ .40
Steak................................................................................... $3.15
rilled Cbicken ...................................•............... ~·············
~3 ZS
Strom.boll.................................................................... ... ...... 3.1 S
Barbecued Chic~ n .....• u..... ..... .. ....... ............................... 3.25
~ajun Chicken .................................................................. $3.35'
Cbcken Parmesan............................................................... $3.35
arlic B.re,ad .................. ........................ ,. ............................ $ .95

..............................•.. Small $2. 5 ............. L B
-Cb. f Sal.ad....................................SJJ:J.a.ll s1·..1.s ...................Wg
Grilled Chicken Salad............. Small 2.45 . . .. . . .•..• Larg
Garden Salad ............................... Small 1.15 ................. .

QBJNS:S

2 LtterP P I .......... DIET PEPS{............
D
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Tuesday, April 12, 1994

Henderson's View

The University Chronicle

A Short History of English Literature, Part H
Before we begin, I just want to
• say that I'm really sorry about taking
so long to get this series over with so
we can get onto something else you
won't like either.
This installment was supposed
to goinlastweek'spaper, but we hit
a snag. There wasn't any paper last
week. Ye Olde Editor was down
with the intestinal flu. I understand
quite a few people have had it recently; in fact, one ofour staff members is out ofcommission with flu as
I write this. She called me on the
phone just a while ago and said,
"Yab hag addagib a code ubug node
ag I grampf lak hegg." And I said,
"Of course, call me when you're
feeling better."
·
There's no point in going into a
long recitation of all the symptoms
and miseries, so I'll just say this: if
youfeelit coming on, take two grams
of the strongest poison you can find
and die quickly. Ifl had to do over
again, that's what I'd do. For those
of you who have unbreakable commitments and are forced to survive
this horrible disease, here's my advice. Move a cot into the bathroom.
It'll save steps. It'll also save on
your laundry bill. TJ11st me on this
one.
Anyway, it's been an interesting
week. I've spent most ofit re-writing all the stories that were slated to
go into the previous issue. A headline that said, "Spring Art Exhibition to open Soon," now says,
"Spring Art Exhibition Now Going
On."
You get the drift.
Some of the stories had to be
almost entirely rewritten and new
information added, so I appended
my name as co-author. Since I was
the last to work on the story, any
mistakes should be blamed on me.
Unfortunately, that leaves me
with my name plastered on more
stories than I'd like. Every editor
who's ever worked for the Chronicle
has been told at the beginning of his
(or her) editorship, usually by the
outgoingeditor, thatwritingisbasically for the reporters and editing is
for the editor. Trying to edit the
paper and write all the big stories at
the same time is just too much. Usually something has to go. Usually,
it's the editing responsibilities. You
can look back through the past few
years of newspapers and see that the
editor's name is usually on the front
page a lot. An awful lot.
I bad decided that that was not
going to happen to me. I would take
care of editorial guidance, I would
network and coordinate and I would
do my column and "provide a direction" for the newspaper. I would not
write news stories. So how am I

doing with this resolution so far?
Our Special Edition features me
quite prominently on the front page.
It is an editorial stating that the
Chronicle (in the form ofme) would
continue to function even ifthe Faculty went on strike. The only news
story is by Bill Holmes. Everything
else in the newspaper is either ads or
fiction-contest entries. (More on
these later.)
So, of the two staff-generated
stories, one was mine and my name
was on the front page. That wasn't
too good a beginning on my resolution to be a "behind-the-scenes"
type of editor.
Our next issue
came out on
March 29. The
quarter still hadn't
started yet, so I
can't complain
that there weren't
''
many staffers
around; there was
no reason why they should be. So I
ended up writing the front page.
Now, it looks as if my name is
going to appear on the front page
and in several other places in the
newspaper.
This isn't working out as I'd
hoped.
But, with any luck, many of our
new students will be elbowing me
out of the paper in no time.
I used the word students because
Journalism 199 and 299, which you
have to take to get course credit for
working on the newspaper, are now
accredited courses in the University. Thismeansthenewspaper, like
it or not, must take a whole new
direction. We're going to have to
actuallytrytodo some teaching. Not
that nobody ever learned anything
by working on the newspaper--far
from it. But the learning that went on
in the past was mostly a sort of
learning by osmosis. The prospective reporter would hang around the
newsroom seven or eight hours a
day and, eventually, pick up a few
things about how the system worked.
In the future I expect we' II have
regu.).ar lectures and scheduled
classes in how to use PageMaker
and gain access to the various programs we use. Of course, we'll still
go after the news and we'll try to get
all the facts straight. Even ina teaching hospital where prospective doctors are expected to learn from their
mistakes, it's frowned upon when
the patient dies. The fact that we're
a course now and people are actually
going to come to the newspaper expectir.g-to learn something about
journalism doesn't mean that we'll

be satisfied to bring you half the
story. We'll still try to get the facts
straight.
But there is going to be a greater
emphasis on teaching. There will
also be an effort made to include
everybody in the process of putting
out a newspaper. That means I'm
going to have to find an awful lot of
storiesforthesepeopletocover. I'm
.not going to have the luxury of covering stories myself, because for
every story I cover, that's one story
'that didn't get assigned to some stu-
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dent who might have learned something from it.
This is really quite a change from
the way things were done when I got
here a couple of years ago. At that
time, you just sort of hung around
and ifyou fit in, that was fine. Ifyou
were too shy to grab stories when
they came up, you dido 't cover any
stories.
I suppose that's why so many of
ourwritersdidopinionpieces. There
wasn't much else for them to do. It's
also why so many people showed up
once or twice and then never came
back. There was nothing for them to
do.
-I'm trying to change all that now,
and that means I need an awful lot of
story ideas. So if you know of anything that's relevant to the University Community, drop mean E-Mail
or make a phone call (355-2278) or
leave a note in the mailbox outside
the Chronicle offices on the fourth
floor of Massie.
You 'II also need to do one of
these things if you signed up for
Journalism 199 or 299. We have a
new advisor this quarter, Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis. While he's a nice
guy and always willing to cut someone a little slack, he's not quite the
pushover Dr. Mirabello was. Dr.
Mirabello wouldn't give you an F if
you burned down the newsroom.
People who never even showed up at
the newsroom got only lncompletes.
Dr. Hadjiyannis, on the other
hand, will actually be reading the
copy and handing out grades. So, if
you signed up for Journalism, you
need to get started on some stories.
Sorry about that little digression~

it turned out to be a little longer than
I had planned. Anyway, let's get on
to the wonderful world of American
literature.
The study of American literature
doesn't begin with the Americans
usually. That's because the Americans, before the Europeans came
and brought the secret of making
whiskey, had very good memories.
They didn't need to write down
their stories and poems and songs;
they could remember all that stuff.
Where we like to stretch out with a
book and "have a
good read," the
Native Americans
could just stretch
out and "have a
good remember.•:
They aren't the
first people in history to have had
this ability. The
ancient Greeks
also had the oral
tradition
and
passed stories
down, virtuallyuochanged, through
generations. In fact, practically every group of people who ever existed, that we know of, passed down
their stories and poems by word of
mouth.
This is trilly amazing when you
consider that the average person today can't remember the words to
"Louie, Louie." Of course, that's a
poor example; I'm.not sure anyone
has ever figured out what the words
to "Louie, Louie" actually are. But
the principal is correct. I personally
cannot rememberthewordsto "Stairway to Heaven,;' or "Freebird," two
songs to which I have listened with
the rapt concentration possible only
for the totally looped. I also cannot
remember the words to "If,"
"Suite:Judy Blue Eyes," or "Purple
Haze." These are all songs which
exerted a powerful fascination for
me during my formative years and I
have heard each of them a thousand
times, but I can't remember them.
Heck, I can't even remember the
words to "I'm a Little Teapot."
And yet, Homer is said to have
recited all twenty-eleven thousands
lines of the Iliad every day, with an
extra matinee on Saturdays.
How is this possible? Since these
ancient peoples never wrote anything down, they had to remember
everything. The memory, like a
muscle, gets stronger with use. It
wasn't until writing was invented
that we began to lose this tremendous ability. Kind of a shame, isn't
it? Wouldn't it be nice to walk into a
store and remember what you came
in after? Wouldn't it be great to be
shown how to get access to your

computer files just once, and be able
to do it without help from then on?
I'm sitting in front of a computer
right now and there is a message
taped to the console telling my reporters how to find WordPerfect so·
they can type in their stories. IF we
had memories like people had before they started this idiotic writing
business, wouldn't life be wonderful? If only writing had never been
invented!
Ah, but that' senough ofmy belly7
aching. Ifanyone still cares, let's get
back to the wonderful world of literature.
Anyway, because they were so
good at remembering things, the
NativeAmericansdidn'treally need
to write anything down. Occasionally, they would carve a glyph on a
big rock to commemorate a supernova or som~nglike that, but that's
about it.
The Europeans had already discovered whiskey and had to write
everything down. They were so absent-minded thatmanyofthemkept
diariesoftheirtriptotheNew World.
I find this totally amazing.
Picture yourself on an old, leaky
wooden boat with a number of farm
animals, shitting and belching and
vomiting all over the decks and several dozen convicts fresh out of
prison--debtor' s prison, true, but still
prison--and the boat rolling and tossing and nothing in your mind but the
reports of a few heavy-drinking sea
captains to offset your lifelong belief thaf you can sail off the edge of
the world if the sea monsters don't
get you first... would you actually
need to write anything down?
Wouldn't every second of that horrible trip be burned into your brain
permanently? Could you forget a
single second of it if you tried?
Of course, there are extenuating
circumstartces sometimes. One trip
in particular comes to mind. It seems
thataloadofPuritannicaltypeswere
crossing to the New World to find
religious freedom. These people
believed that alcohol was the Devil's
drink, that imbibing it would send
you straight to Hell. So they brought
along plenty of it to trade to the
Indians.
•Sigh•
This may sound a little contradictory. "How can Christians give
somebody something that will send
them to Hell; isn't that kind of in
opposition to their entire credo?"
you may ask. But you see, the Puritans dido 't believe that an Indian wa
actually a human being. They figured an Indian had no more chance
of getting into Heaven_than an aardContinued on Page 10
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essages from
SSU has recieved the first messages from our visitors to Russia.!
On April 5 SSU recieved this message from Eric Goodman.

Dear Friends and Faculty at
SSU:
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My companions and I have
arrived in Nizbni Novgorod and
seem to be adjusting well to the
change in culture and lifestyle.
Letters will take at least two
weeks by air mail to reach you,
and weight is limited, but I wanted
to let you know that I am doing
weW and any writings I am working on will be submitted upon my
return to the United States.
Aside from my writing of a
journal, essays and my novel on
Russia, I will be able to send you
letters every couple of weeks to
keep you posted on my progress
and experiences of interest.
Give my regards to friends and
mentors, as my communication
may be limited.
From Russia,
Eric D. Goodman

well to our new environment. We
have seen many things that will
dispel many American "myths"
about Russia and the former Soviet Union.
It appears that communications from here to the States will
be slower than first expected. I
doubt I will be able to communicate as readily as I hoped.
However, I am sending several
brief reports via a group of American students leaving Nizbni April
09. However, they will not return
to the States until May. I will report in full our experience upon
our return.
Mr Henderson, this is our address here at the University. Please
preserve the order of the information even though it looks different. This is the correct malling
address. Please preserve a bard
copy of this memo in the States for
my return. Most precisely the address.
Russia
Nizhni Novgorod 603600
23. Gagarin A venue
Nizbni Novgorod State University
International Office

The following came in the
same day:

Dear University ·Members,
We have arrived here in Nizbni
Novgorod and we are adjusting
lair
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FAX: (8312) 35-64-80
All of the Chronicle staff would
like to wish our visiting students the
best as they explore a strange and
exotic land and culture.

would like to eztead
great thank to
Larry Grooms
lor donating his
old computer monitor
to us In our time
of need.
t
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New Orianization at SSU?

by .Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

Jim Kricker and the Portsmouth
Kiwanis announce that they are hoping to found a local Circle K International Club. Circle K calls itself the
"world's largest collegiate service
organization" and has clubs on more
than five hundred college campuses.
More than ten thousand enl lege stu-
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Free Workshops Being
Offered by SSU

Workshops presented by Richard Howard:
RESUME-COVER LEITER - April 19, 1994, 6-7pm
JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES - April 26, 1994, 6-7piil
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES- May 3, 1994, 6-7pm
Workshops presented by Dr. Michael Hughes:
STRESS MANAGEMENT - April 23, 1994, 4-5pm
TIME MANAGEMENT-May 11, 1994, 4-5pm
TESTTAKING&TEST ANXIETY-May 27, 1994,2-3pm
All workshops will be located in the Student Affairs
Conference Room located in the Commons Building.
Stop by the Office of Counseling & Career Senrices or
call 355-2213 to register for any of the above workshops.

dents have become members of
Circle K.
KrickersaysCircle Koffers leadership development, lifetime friendships, scholarships, and an opportunity to make a difference in your
school and community.
The University Chronicle will
have more information on this new
opporn.miry as it unfolds.
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Opinion
Remebering God Is God
This installment of Soldier ofthe children, let alone John.
CrossisdedicatedtoJohnBerry,a26
Isatdownwithmytearsandanger
year, JO month, 2 day veteran ofthe andbegantolistentoaChristianradio
United States Marine Corps, AND program. I'm still not sure what the
Four-Star General in the Anny <?fthe · topic was, but one statement made by
Cross.
the minister spoke to the angry heart
Welcome and peace be with you.
Just a couple of hours ago, I received
word from my best friend that her
father, a man I respect greatly for
many reasons, has been diagnosed
with cancer.
At first, I was completely devastated. My heart was filled with anger
towards God for allowing this to happen. I could offer no support to Jennifer, her father, or their family because
IwastoobusybeingmadatGod
I looked to God and asked Him
why He had to do this to John Berry.
It had seemed so unfair; John is
such a great man to me. He had been
acareerMarineandhadservedduring
the Vietnam War. During that time, he
wasawardedtheSilverStar, which he
now displays somewhere in the basement! He, along with his wife Sandy,
have two beautiful children(on of
which has put up with me as her,_best
friend for over five years!); he also
teaches Sunday school, where he explains the wonderful message of our
Lord Jesus Christ. In short, John is my
idea ofan honorable, respectable man.
He• s the kind of man I'd like to be.
I couldjust not see how God could
allow this to happen to any of His

inside me. He said,
"I just love to hear
the'"°rd"comfort",
especially when
God says it.."
Comfort. A
fas c in at i n g
word.
It' s
something we
all want. I got
out
Bible to see
what God says
about ''.comfort".
First, I learned
in II Corinthians
that God is " ...the Father of mercies,
and the God of all comfort; Who
comforteth us in all our tribulation,
that we may be able to comfort them
which are in any trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves are comfortedofGod."(Chapterl,verses3&
4)
In other words, we will be com~
forted when in need so that our comfort, which has been given to us by
God, can be shared with others who
may also be in need. Praise God for
His love!
InPsalms71 : 20-21,"Thou, which
hasshewedmegreatandsoretroubles,

my

shaltquickenmeagain,andshallbring
me up again from the depths of the
earth. Thou
shall increase
my~
and comfort
me on every
Even

comfort and hope.
could take that comfort to others who
As I sat and read those few verses need it
formtheBible, Iwas ... howshalliput
Anangryheartisselfishandblind;
it?... comforted. Theangerihadletmy a faithful heart is open and sharing.
same
heartbefilledwithwasquicklywiped Both are possible within
away with a few verses from the Holy person, but onfy the faithful one is the
'Bible. I thank heart ofa person who trusts in God
GodforthatwonGod has decided to let this happen to John for a reason. It's a good
derful Book.
I still do not reason,andajustreason.Godwould
know why God not allow.His children to go through
has allowed trial for no reason. He loves us too
Johntobedi- much. Why would a God who alagnose with lowed His son to suffer for the sins
cancer, but of the whole world make another
thrrugh these one ofHis children suffer needl~ly?
verses and the
There is ne answer to that quesHoly· Spirit, He tion because He wouldn't do that.
has assured me - He has. no need of that.
that He knows
I'm sure God has allowed this to
what He's doing happentoJohnbecausehe'sastrong
and that He will take care ofJohn.
Christian. With God's love, John's
Through all of this, I've been re- strength, his family's strength, and
minded of something I do too often. I the prayers of all those who will be
sometimes forget who God is. I don't praying for John, this will all work
mean that in a blasphemous way; I out for the best. It alway4i does.
I'll be praying for John every
mean I underestimate Him. I forget
He can do anything He desires. I for- day. If I forget, I'll do it twice the
get He can do the impossible and has next day. And I ask you to pray for
done it countless times.
him too. ·
I sometimes forget God is God.
I leave you this week with RoIfI couldjustlet Godbe Godin my mans 8: 28. "And we know that all
life, my heart wouldn't get clouded things work together for good for
wouid iet those who love the Lord and are the
with anger anci sadness.
my heart be filled with faith and love called according to His purpose."
for the Lord, I could be more easily
God bless you and keep you.
Kevin Zo,:nes is a UC Columnist
comforted in my time of need and

C!trnss
lowsustogo
He will raise
moreimporbetter than
Psalms
member the
reads, "Rethy servant,
word unto
thou
hast
upon which
hope. This is
causedmeto
in my afflicmy comfort
wbrd hath
tion: for thy
This
quickened
Psalms asks
member His
promises to
Hisservants(notthathe'dforget), because these promises are what give us
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A Change of Heartiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.i
uc senior c 2 py Editor

First of all, for all ofyou out there
in the world who know me, I want you
to know I've had a serious change of
heart. I've decided to give my life to
Jesus Christ and to trust in Him. I've
triedtrustingandhopingineverything
and everyone else but Him and I've
been disappointed every time. Now
myheartsingswithanewsongandmy
strengthhasbeenrenewedthroughmy
Lord and SaviorJesus Christ Ah, but
the Lord and I are not strangers.. .let
meexplain
I was raised in a good, Christian
home with my parents Walt & Alice
Arpold. We all attended Bear Creek
UnitedMethodistChurchonBigBear
Creek Road in Lucasville and sometime when I was around 12 years old I
decided to give my life to Christ I
didn't have many friends through
schoolandibecamehatedatmyhigh
school for teaching fellow students
aboutRevelationsduringthePersian
Gulf War. I basically told them it was
only a small taste of that which is to
come. I never really worried about
whatotherpeoplethoughtofmethen,
though-I had my eyes on someone
greaterandmoreimportanttomethan
peers.

But, when I started going to col:
lege, I began seeing all sorts of thin~
that I wasn't in contact with before.
Before I knew it, I was depending less
on God and more on my own self. I
started doing things that were fun; I
was ignoring the little wamin~ God
was sending me to straighten up my
act. Thingsactuallyseemedbetterfor
mebecausepeoplewerebeginrungto
like me more and I was starting to fit
in.. .little did I know I was falling OUT
of God's will. I was erasing my own
namefromtheLamb'sBookofLife.I
went on to join the newspaper staff
here at Shawnee State last spring and
met my current boyfriend I've never
been into the drug or alcohol scene,
butlwasgettingdeeplyinvolvedwith
hard rock llDd heavy metal music,
which influenced my behavior greatly
andpulledmeevenfartherawayfrom
God I reasoned with myself that it
was just a simple phase I was going
throµgh-it was nothing major. The
summer went '"°nderful, but the fall
came with a chilling fury. Thin~ in
my life that I believed so much in and
had built myself were falling apart
around me. My care-free spirit and
happinesstmnedtosorrowandbitterness. I had asked God to help me and

myentiresituation,butitdidn'tseem
like He was listening to me. I was too
proud to ask anyone for help--it was
my mess and I had to sort it out for
myself. Ikepttryingtogeteverything
worked ..out but every time thin~
seemed better, it would get a little
worse. I felt like no one cared, even
thoughmanyofmyfriendsandfamily
members were reaching out to me. I
was really beginning to drown in this
ocean we calllife.
Then one nightl was sitting in my
roombymyselfthinkingofhowsour
life had become, when something inside me suggested thatl call the pastor
of my church, Rev. William Cramer.
Italkedtohimabouthowiwasfeeling
andmyreasonswhyandhekindlytold
me that everything is forgivable, no
matter how horrible it may seem. He
alsosaidthatGodnevertumsHisback
on us, even when we mess up and get
totally off the track, which was what
I'd been doing. All this time when I
bittedy thought I was walking in the
sand by mysel( it was Him who was •
carryingmethroughmyproblemsand
difficulties. I had been blind to these
things and Cramer said I need to put
things into God's hands and let Him
take care of them-God understands

•

whatwe'vegoirigthrough,andHe'll
be a friend when everyone else has
deserted you. No one is perfect-it is
only in our best interests to realize
we don't have a chance without
Jesus. We entered this world naked
· and totally dependant and we're
going to leave it the same way. Only
recently did I see this and realize
that I've been going about finding
peace and happiness the wrong direction. "There is a way which seems
right unto a man, but the end thereof
are the ways of death"(Proverbs
14:12).
Now that I've decided to reestablish myself in the sight of God,
I feel not only relieved of the
worries I've been carrying but also
my pain and bitterness have been
replaced with a joy unspeakable and
aloveforallmankind.Ourlifehere
on earth is like a proving groundwe each, as individuals, choose now
where we want to spend eternity. I
can't go back and undo many of the
things I've done in the past-now I
can only live my life for Jesus to the
best of my ·abilities And let this
wicked world pass me by. I want to
know what it'll be like to step into
heaven and meet the One who cared

enough to die on ·that cross for
m~. That will indeed be a glorious
moment.
So, if you're a Christian who's
having some difficulty or have backslidden and feel God doesn't want
you anymore, don't give up. He's
always there and He loves you no
matterwhatyou'vedone. The life of
a Christian is no bed of roses, but
one look into the Master's face
when you make it to heav.en will be
worth whatever pain and difficulty
you face down here. I believe that
and say praise God forever--He
doesn't get much credit for anythinglikeHedeservesanymore. He's
my reason for living and I owe Him
everything. He is real and I'm
thankful for His loving kindness and
patience with me. I only hope my
little story helps encourage anyone
who• shaving a rough time with life.
Never give up; if you trust in the
Lord, He'll take care of you.
And so I leave you , with this
encouraging verse from Isaiah 40:
31, "But they that wait upon the
Lordshallrenew theirstrc;ngth; they
shall mount up with wings as eagles;
they shall run and not be weary; they
shall walk and not faint."
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An Interview with Samantha Jackson
by .Jay Arr Henderson

UC Editor-in-Chief

On., Thursday, March 31,
Samantha 1ackson stopped by the
Chronicle offices. She brought with
her one of her large, exotic paintings. (See picture at right.) This
painting has bee~ entered in the
Student Art Contest and will be on
display at the SSU Library after
April 8.
Several Chronicle staffers en. gaged her in a freewheeling conversation that ranged through such
diverse topics as art, ESP, making
a living, trains, Red Buttons, the
best (and cheapest) places to buy
art supplies, and the shortness of
the present quarter. Somehow,
while all pf this was going on, your
editor managed to extract an interview.
UC: How much was the award?

S.J: Four hundred and fifty dol~
lars. I want to really thank the Art
League for this award. Without it,
I ~oul<t_n 't have come back to school
this quarter.
UC: How lohg have you been
painting?
SJ: Four years. I had never
picked up a brush before I came to
Shawnee. Of course, I had been
sketching and drawing all my life.
UC: That's amazing P.rogress.
You must love painting.
SJ: My teacher, Tom Stead,
says that painting is 99% perspiration and 1% inspiration. If you
really want to be a painter, you
have to paint almost constantly.
That's what you have to do if you
want to learn.
UC: Now what is this painting,
the one you brought with you,
called? ,
SJ: It doesn't have a title yet.
Sometimes my paintings have titles

before I even get the canvas set up, of these feelings through my paintbecause I already know what I want ing. What I hope to do is to force
to say. Other paintings spring from people to confront the feelings they
ideas, mental images ... those some- have deep inside.
times don't get named for a long
UC: You paint big.
time.
SJ: Yes. I like working on a
UC: What exactly are you try- large canvas; there's a feeling of
ing to do with your painting? Is freedom.
there a philosophy behind your
UC: Have you ever considered
_doing a mural?
·
work ... ?
SJ: I think we all feel the same
SJ: I was asked to do a mural
things inside, but it's difficult for on a downtown building, but I reus to express. I can express some fused it. l'hey had already decided

what the painting would be about
and what it would look like and
everything. I really wish someone
would give me a wall and say,
"Paint anything you like. We trust
you."
What these people wanted me
todo .. .I can't work like that. I have
to be true to myself. If I never
make a penny and I die starving,
I've got to do work that's meaningful to me. I want to do work that
makes people think.

.

A CHOCOLATE HOLIDAY

Bake
On April 7 in the University
Cookies, Brownies, ChocolateCenter, it just so happened that Chocolate Chip Cookies, Chocoaround lunchtime our beloved late-Dipped Strawberries, ChocoCommittee of Nine sponsored yet late-Chip Cookie Bars, German
another fun-filled eating event. It Chocolate Upside-Down Cake,
day," and indeed it was. While cake with cherries on top.
there was a serious purpose behind
The Committee Of Nine conthe Chocolate Holiday and the com- sists of Tim Culver, Committee
mittee--to promote cameraderie Chair; Kris Liles, Denise Gregory,
among all groups: students, fac- Vicci Felts, Elsie Shabazz, Randy
ulty, administration, etc.--the out- Warman, Jerry Holt, and Mendy
ing was also intended to be a free Montavon. The next event schedand fun event. University commu- uled for the committee will be the
nity people were encouraged to Bear Bowl on April 25. There will
bring a dish and some recipies of be a kettle in front of Massie Hall
their own for swapping.
full of freshly cooked beans- and
There were sweet dishes such cornbread.
as Coco;t Muffi~s Supreme, NoStop in and enjoy!
UC Staff Report

I

Back To School
$15.95 oil chanre u,ecial

Important Academic Information

Includes. oil filter and up to five
quarts of oil, complete chassis lube

available at
Knitters BP Service Center

Gallia & Waller Streets
Knittel's Radiator & Air C-aodllmng Slq,
2026 Robinson Avenue

Koittel's Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 I Ith Street

.

Mastercard/Visa Accepted
10% d&'Olllltoo labor with SSU ID

The Sports1nan 's Lounge
PROUDLY PRESENT

If y u plan to register fi ran Engli h and/or mathematics

ourse and do not have any academic credit in english and/or
Dijlthematic • you mu t participate in an assessment session
pric,r: to registration.
s part of th Univer.;ity• a semnent policy, your initial
kill are.matched with the appropriatecours to fltyourini.tiaJ

skill I vel and academic needs.

The date, time. and location of the se sions are listed
below. 0 advance reservation · required If'you are unable
t attend one of lh clleduJed
sio~ or: .need additiorud
infonnation, please corttact th~ Leaming Centet(355-2499 or

355-2392).

D :E

NO COVER CHARGE!

LOCATION

10:30AM

ATC 134

Wed., M y4

2:45PM

ATC 132

Tu s., May 17

10:30AM

/\ C 134

Wed., May 25

10:30AM

ATCI 4

Thurs.,, June 16
(Late Reg.)

10:10-, 2:45. 6:30

ATC 134

Wed., June22

10:30AM

ATC 132

Thurs., April 21

Portsmouth's new
Harddrtving Blues Band
Every Wednesday Night
from 9-1

TIME

•
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By Kathi .Jo Arnold
uc Senjor CQpy Editor
and
.Jay Arr Henderson
UC Edjtor-in-Chjef

The annual Spring Art Exhibition began on Friday, April 8,
at approximately 3pm. The exhibition is being held at the Shawnee State Library· Paintings are
displayed on the Sou th wall of
tht main floor.
This exhibition is open only
to SSU participants; however,
one of the best facets of this ex-

hibition is that participants need
not be art students. Lane Rais.er,
Assista~t Professor of Painting,
urged all students to submit their
work. He especially wanted the
art students to display their matcrial, though, because they need
to get used to putting their work
in front of the public and facing
the possibility of being rejected.
He also stressed the idea that
exposing your art may inspire
other class members or future art
students.
The work that being shown is

a few students who are dedicattwo-dimensional art, ·which in- ing their lives to learning the
eludes drawings·, paintings, . technical skills and honing the
graphic designs and photogra- personal vision that can give
phy.
some striking images. Most
The jury for choosing the art people on• campus would not
that will be. exhibited will con- know about the great number of
sist of various members of the talented artists around the SSU
Shawnee State art faculty,: .
campus if it weren't for events
The primary reason for hav- such as this one.
ing this annual art ·e xhibition is
The Chronicle was in the SSU
to spark student interest in what's Library on Friday, April 8, when
going on in the arts departmeRt the paintings were being hung.
and create some excitement on Onlookers were intrigued by the
campus. The exhibition is very wide range of subject matter and
important because there arc quite styles.

The paintings were first set
along the bottom of the South
Wall and artist-instructors Tom
Stead and Lane Raiser carefully
arranged the works in the order
they wished them to be hung.
The result is an intriguing blend
of colors and styles.
The Chronicle staff is represented in the show by one painting, Jay Arr Henderson's "Vision Quest."
One of the artists appearing
in the show, Samantha Jackson,
is profiled elsewhere in this issue.

Samantha Jackson wins Art League Award . ===============
by .Jay Arr Henderson
uc Editor-in-Chief

by the Portsmouth Arts League. The
Portsmouth Art League disbanded
SamanthaJacksonisoneoftwo· recently and the money left in the
students who were awarded money treasury was used to dispense these
for supplies and schooling ~xpenses awards.

Financia/Aid Recipients

ell/OIG mu t be
appli d fi r as soon as y ur incom t
form are done
For further
in'formati n caU financial aid at
355-2485

House of Hair 7ashions
ar.u:;t 't:anning Salon
1103 Ga Illa Street
Portsmou h, Ohio

353-3819

Across from thf! Scioto Ribber

C'f:anning sessions are now
available wlth the new Wolff
7'anning Beds an&i stant;/-up booth
-- - - - -

-~ -

'
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. ..-----.!~

-

)t1~:::::S-,,,

-,
- .....

Ms. Jackson is from Greenup
and has been attending Shawnee for
fouryears.Sheisaseniorwhoneeds
only a few more classes to have all the
requirements for her degree, a Bachelor ofFine Arts. Unfortunately, SSU
does not present such a degree at this
time. Howe\'.er, this degree is w:ider
consideration and should pass review
in the Spring Quartet.
After that, Jackson hopes to continue her education and get her
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Persona/, Items. Please Call with any information 574-651S. or
leave in UC office, Masse 411 c/o Phil.. REWARD!!!forreturn
of briefcase and ALL contents.

N

Open Tuesday - Saturday
Walk-ins welcomel

$SU S11/D£NT$PECUL

SHOW YOU& UU STUDIN1

WST! Brown Leather Briefcase on 3/28/94 @10 pm. in the
Medical Parking Lot Contains Lecture Notes, VCR tape, and

---

12 sessions for $29.00
1 session for $4.00 ·

see her work after April 8 when this
year's Spring Art Exhibition begins.
There is enough left in the Art
~gue •s treasury to fund two awards
of $450 each for .approximately five
more years. Those who feel the awards
are worth continuing or who wduld
liketoseetheawardsmadegreatercan
donate to the Portsmouth Art League
Memorial Prize.

Bob Boldman, a local author, would liketo
announce that WRITE, a local writers' group,
is seeking new
members.

---

--·--

Al

Writers
Wanted!

_,___,..

'

.
Master's. She is strongly inclined toward the University of Kentucky.
theadviceofartinstructorTomStead,
she has made slides of her best work,
and is sending these to various graduate schools.
She hopes to eventually live off
theproceedsofherworkbut"wouldn't
mind teaching."
Jackson won last year's Annual
Spring Art .Exhibition with her oil
painting, "Mindscape." Viewers can

,r. 0e.-.z_.

'

The linive 1ty Chronicle
Scholarships: A ticket to SSU

News Rel~ase

.

Gene Wilson, DirectorofFinancial Aid at Shawnee State University
.. reminds all students and prospective
• students that April 15, 1994 is the
deadline for applying for the
university's donor related and other
special scholarships.
"Thanks to the generosity of
thousands of donors there are more
than one hundred scholarships available at Shawnee State University.
They range from $500 to full tuition
awards and span every major the
university offers," said Wilson
Moreover, the university itself
funds a numbet of special awards.

"Each of our awards has different criteria and students have to study
the offerings carefully. We make it
easy to do that, however, by providing scholarship brochures to high
schools in the area, so they can make
them available to their students,"
Wilson added . .
According to Barbara Larter,
Financial Aid Representative, a number of the awards have not yet been
applied for, so prospective applicants are l~ss likely to face comp~tition for those particular awards.
Larter said that no one has yet
applied for the David G. Bescoe
Scholarship ·opened to teacher education/mathematics majors; The Leo

Faculty Scholarship,
There is $till time to apply for the
Faculty Acitdeimc Scholarship Pregrain. Usi~ funds contributed byfacult}t 'members tg th~ ''Crossing the
ThresbhQ'ld" Endowment Drive, the
faculty will offer a $750 scholarship.
The minimum requirements for

the recipient of this award are:

and Julia Blackbum Scholarship applied for include the Disabled
given to graduates of preparatory AdultStudentScholarship,Disabled
business colleges; The Mary Elliot Student Academic Scholarship, and
Jenkins Scholarship for students a Music Scholarship.
from a single parent household who
''These awards can make all the
exhibit financial need; the Octovia difference in the lives of prospective
N. McKenley Scholarship for nurs- students/' said Susan Warsaw, Diing students from Valley or North- rector of Development, "because
west High Schools; the Beverly . they allow for higher education
Shoemaker Taylor Scholarship for which may have been financially
college juniors of seniors in educa- prohibitive before." According to
tion; the Jerry L. and Angela Walke Warsaw,someoftheawardsmaygo
Scholarship for students interested only toward tuition, but others are an
in journalism or fiction writing.
actual cash outlay to the students.
Other scholarship also not yet "Then,"she said "It's up to our stu-

dents whetherthey spend their money
on gasoline, lunch, child care, or
whatever."
"In any case," she added, "It is
through the philanthropy of others
that all the Shawnee State University special' scholarships are made
possible and we can't say thank you
to those donors loud enough or often
enough."
For more information about
scholarships at Shawnee State University, please call the·Financial Aid
office at (614) 355-2257.

Truman Scholarship Announced

Applications Available

The Harry S Truman Scliolar- from all academic disciplines who "leadership potential, sensitivity,
ship Foundation is inviting students aspire to positions in federal, state, communication skills, intellectual
to &pply soon for its 1994-1995 orloacalgovemmentorinthenot- strength, and a commitment to
awards. Each award is worth for-profit sector where they can pu_blic service." Those who are
$3,000 and up to four students from influence public policies to apply interested should contact Dr.
Shawnee State University can ap- for the awards. Faculty can also Stylianos Hadjiyannis (Business
ply for the seven awards offered by nominate students, especially those Annex 138'--tel. 355-2445) for
the Foundation each year. The, students faculty think can meetthe applicatio·n packages and further
Foundation encourages students following Foundation criteria: information.
- - - ..----~-------------,------------------------.

··o·'~•··
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application, along \vith a 250-

.:.·.. ....

word statement oflife aspirations and

.F·.o·• .·r..
l...·.• . le
·. .... . n.
...
•·
,•·'.·..

,

goals, w.iththeFianacial,Af~officeor H---•---·V-id_e_o_s-are---a-vru.-.1-a-bl_e_fo_r_s-tu_d_e-nts
_ _ _#0_18-G-un-g-H-o-PG---1-3-----'---#0-5-5-D---I-R-----4
SSU with a GPA of at least 3.5.
withDr.StylianosHadji~inB11$i- in the gameroom.
#019 He Said, She Said PG-13
#056 F:;.s_Dead R
2} Current enrollment as a full. ness Annex 138· Please mark attapRental Rules are as follows,
#020 Honey, I Shnmk the Kids
#057 The Hitcher R
'.:qi:ne student in a tow or four year plications ''Faculty Academic S,Chol:;:
I. Videos are available to any PG
#058 Witchboard R
degree program in which they are arshipProgram."
SSU student with a valid I.D. NO
#021 Kuffs PG-13
#059 Alive R
mwngsteadyprogress.
Applications are accepted until EXCEPTIONS!!! I.D.swillbeheld
. #022 The Man with One red
#060 Awakening PG-13
3)Demonstratefinancialneed.
April 15• t 994.Awinnerwill~cqoI until the videos have been returned Shoe PG
·#061 BodyofEvidence R
4)
Three
letters
of sen by May 15, 1994·
and checked.
•
#023 Naked Gun 2 1/2 PG-13
#062 Cape Fear R
,reccommenaationfromfull-timeSSU
f'mJurther iQfqrIJ\atj9!l, ~nti.wt
2. Thereisa$10chargeonany
#024 OnllytheLonely PG-13
#063 CityofJoy PG-13
244
...._facu.
__I_ty_.____________Dr_.s_ty_li_·ano_._s_H_ad_u_·iy_an_._m_sa_.t_35
_,5..,-;-_
_·. ..5._·'•• lost, stolen, or damaged videos.
#025 Other People's Money R
#064 Classaction R
.

I) 24 completed credit hours at

5) Not a member of immediate
family of full~time faculty member.
6)Not be a previous recipient of the
scholarship.
Applications are available in the
Financial Aid office. You may leave

Pa~
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Long announces
scholarship program

• SenatorJan MichaeH..ong recently
announced the availability of seventy
six new scholarships for high-school
seniors. Thesescholarshipsareforfull
tuition. The student is required to pay
for books and a small registration fee.
If YOU know a high school senior

who plans to attend proprietary school
or college in the near future, this might
be worth looking into. You can contact Senator Long's office for more
details by calling 466-8156. The deadline for applications is May 7, 1994.

Freshmen

3. Allvideosmustbereturned
in two days to the gameroom.
4. Onlytwovideosperstudent
a night.
5. AnyvideosrentedonFriday
do not have to be returned until
Monday.
6. Ifyoureturna·videoandthe
gameroom is closed, return the
videototheS.tudentActivitiesOffice(FredChrisman'sOffice).

VideoList

The Freshmen Center located in the Commons/
Inside automatic door will assist you M-TH
10:00 to 6:00 FRI 10:00 to 5:00 if you are 1. an
undecided degree freshman 2. you need assistance with your spring schedule or 3. if you have
a concern and don't know where to tui-n.

Staff at the new
FRESHMAN CENTER
want to assist you!
Stop by TODAY!

•

#001 101 Dalmatians G
#002 Aladdin G
#003 Fantasia G
#004 Feipgully G
#005 The Great Mouse Detective G
#006 Homeward Bound G
#007 Little Nemo G
#008 Rock A Doodle G
#009 Treasure of the 1-amp
(Duck Tails) G
#010 Boomerang R
#011 Captain Ron PG-13
#012 DistinguisedGentleman
R
#013 Doc Hollywood PG
#014 Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter is Dead PG-13
#015 Father of the Bride PG
#016 Fraternity Vacation R
#017 _Ground Hog Day PG

#026 PureLuck PG
#027 Secert Admirer PG
#028 Stop! Or My Mom will
Shoot PG-13
#029 Wayne's World PG-13
#030 What about BOB? PG
#031 Billy Bathgate R
#032 BoilingPoint R
#033 Boyz 'Nth~ Hood R
#034 Bugsy R
#035 Doublelmpact R
#036 FX2 PG-13
#037 Hook PG
#038 lndianaJonesand the Last
Crusade PG-'13
#039 The Last Boy Scout R
#040 Lethal Weapon 3 R
#041 The Mechanic PG
#042 Navy S.E.A.L.S. R
#043 The Package R
#044 Passenger 57 R
#045 Rockateer PG ·
#046 The Rookie R
#047 Sneakers PG-13
#048 Sniper R
#049 Teen~e Mutant Ninja
Turtles 3 PG
.
#050 Thelma & Louise R
#051 ToLiveandDieinL.A. R
#052 Top Gun PG
#053 Universal Soldier R
#054 White Water Summer

PG

#065 ConsentingAdults R .
#066 The Crying Game R
#067 E.T. PG
#068 Fat Man and Little Boy
PG-13
#069 A Few Good Men R
#070 Fire in the Slcy PG-13
#071 FisherKing R
#072 Grand Canyon R
#073 The Hand the Rocks the
Cradle R
#074 Honeymoon in Vegas
PG-13
#075 Howards End PG
#076 J.F.K. R
#077 A League of Their Own
PG
#078 Mortal Thoughts R
#079 One Good Cop R
#080 Patriot Game R
#081 Presumed Innocent R
#082 Regarding Henry PG-13
#084 Scent of A Woman R
#085 SilenceoftheLambs R
#086 Single White Female R
_ #087 StarTrek6 PG
#088 St. Elmo's Fire R
#089 Truth or Dare (Madonna)
R
#090 Unforgiven R
#091 Unlawful Entry R
#092 White Knights PG-13
#093 Wild at Heart R

tores
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A Brief History of Earthday

by Dr. Stylian o s Hadjiyannis ·
In August 1969, Wisconsin Sena- ronmental issues; thought a simitorGaylord Nelson was on his way Jar approach might work to raise
to Berkeley, Ca., when he read an public awareness about the enviarticle in "Ramparts" m_a gazine ronment. In September, he proabout the anti-Vietnam war teach- posed the idea during a speech in
ins that were taking place around Seattle, Washington, and later
the country then. Nelson, who was that fall incorporated a nonprofit,
one of few members of Congress nonpartisan organization called
who had shown an interest in envi- Environmental Teach-in, pledg-

Save
Something
On Your

each was a product of its times.
On Monday, Apr-ii 18,
SOMACC presents Dr. Jerry Holt
of SSU. Dr. Holt will talk about the
special magic of the Midwest and
show excerpts from films that show
how Hollywood has tried to capture the Midwest on film. The lecture begins at 7:30pm.
·These are only a few of the
many events that will be ocurring
around town in the next week as
Appalachian Spring bursts upon
us.

(News Release)
Barbara Ross-Lee, D.O.,
Dean of the Ohio University
College of Osteopathic Medicine, will be a guest lecturer at
SSU. Ross-Lee will speak on
"Health Care: A Personal
Choice" at l :OOpm on May 16
in Flohr Lecture Hall of the
University Library.
Dr. Ross-Lee is the first
Afro-American woman to head
aU.S.medicalschool.ln 1990,
she became the first osteopathic

physician to participate in the prestigious Robert Woqd Johnson Health
Policy Fellowship, where she served
as legislative assistant for health to
Senator Bill Bradley. Ross-Lee has a
strong background in health policy
issues and serves as an advisor on
primary care, medical education and
health care refonn issues on the state
and federal levels.
· Ross-Lee ran a family practice in
inner-cJty Detroit for ten years.
She has worked tirelessly through-

out her career to address the healthcare needs of vulnerable populationsin particular, women children and
·
minorities.
In February, Ross-Lee recieved
the "Magnificent Seven" Award,
which homors seven exceptional
women in America who have made
exceptional contributions to business
and workplace equity.
Ms. Ross-Lee is a commissioned
captain in the United States Naval
Reserve.

UC Editor-in-Chief

i

I·

The Ohio income tax return allows you to make a taxdeductible donation by designating part of your 'D\X
REFUND to support Ohio's efforts to protect nature
preserves, scenic rivers and endangered species.
Your support is needed to assure that the state's most
important natural areas, scenic rivers and endangered
plants and animals are protected for future generations
Ohioans to see and enjoy.
·
In the last two years, over 550 acres of natural areas and
scenic river land were protected. Please give nature a chance
-donate to the natural areas checkoff on your Ohio income
tax return.
For information, write:

Ohio Department of Natural Resources ,
Division of Natural Areas and Preserves
1889 Fountain Square·Court
Columbus, Ohio 43224
Areas
(614) 265-6453 (\bice)
(614) 265-6994 (TDD)

-CheckUsl

Even though the Appalachian Spring Festival won't
begin for quite a while--the
Festival opens on April .25-. Appalachi~ Spring is showing up already. Many of the
earlyeventswilltakeplacein
the Southern Ohio Museum.
It's only a short walk from
the campus, so take the time
to find out about your heri-

tage and learn what it means to be
Appalachian. On Sunday, April 10, Dr. Greg
MillerofRioGrandeUniversityheld
a multi-media presentation at the
Southern Ohio Museum and Cultural Center. He traced the development of modern-day Appalachia
through its art, music and culture.
On Thursday, April 14, there
will be a lunchtime lecture by Dr.
John Simon at the SOMACC: Dr.
Simon will play and sing many Appalachianfolksongsandshowhow

by .Jay Arr Henderson

Ohioans! You
can help save
part of your
rich natural
heritage.

~[·Jrl'.

can environmental movement; a
movement that has excelled in
making environmental issues
some of the most salient in the
minds of Americans.
Increased awareness about,
and ways to improve, the environment are at the heart of each
Earth Day observance ever since
1970.
This year, Portsmouth is going all out to join this great new
American tradition with its very
own Earth Day 1994 downtown
parade.

Spring-Appalachian Spring,
that is-is Coming!

Tuxes.

Natural

an estimated twenty million
Americans participating in it.
Fifth Avenue in New York City
had to be closed to traffic for
hours during the event, and a
massive rally was held in Union
Square. Speeches and songs were
heard at the Washington Monument, and virtually every college town, from Berkeley to
Madison, held teach-ins and
demonstrations in support of environmental well-being.
The success of Earth Day
1970 marked also the symbolic
start of the modern-day Ameri-

ing $15,000 of his own funds to
get it started. In December 1969,
he asked former Stanford student
body president Dennis Hayes to
serve as National Coordinator for
what was to become Earth Day
on Aprll 22, 1970. Hayes, who
postponed plans to enter Harvard
Law School, worked with a
$190,000 budget, purchasing a full-page ad in the
"New York Times" to announce the teach-in.
The success of Earth
Day 1970 was indeed of
historic proportions, with

George V. \binovich, G<,,,emor
Frances S. Buchholzer, Director

Ross-Lee to lecture at SSU

A chance to do soniething
for the future

Only three days left to fill out your
taxes and get them in the mail! So ifyou
put it off this long, you probably feel a
little guilty. Now aon 't you? So wrj;· not
do somethin to make yourself eel a
little better?bo something nice or the
future.
Check off the Wildlife Contribution
box on your income-tax fund.
You'll feel better.

Let us be ~o

ticket to

adventure.
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The Ted Strickland Congressional Reports

The voters of the Sixth Congressional District of Ohio were in a nowin situation in the 1992 election:
Bob "The Check-Kiting King"
McEwen versus "Dead Head" Strickland (I didn't make up that name).
Whatachoice! WewentwithStrickland and we are now paying the price
for his liberal follies.
The most damaging vote in
Strickland's first year was his "yea" ·
vote for Bill Clinton's budget plan.
Clinton• s budget contained $241 billion inNEW truces coupled with huge
spending increases. Democrats
claimed that they were only going to
raise truces on the upper-class, but the
middle-class is hit hard by the increased truces.
The average cost per household
for this act is $7,742.
This budget passed the House of
Representatives by a vote of218-216,
so ifStrickland would have voted "~ay"
then the vote would have been 217217 and the measure would have failed
due to the tie. Due to this fact, Strickland is directly responsible for the
economic plan that will send this country into a fiscal downslide in the coming years.
The budget plan that George Bush
signed into law in 1990 brought on the
rcct:~ic,11 that the economy is just now
starting to bring itself out of. That
1990 law increased taxes (remember
"read my lips?") and spending. As a

taxpayer funds to give them the same
result, we had a recession and George Arts (NEA). Then on October 14, author.
Bush was fired from his job in 1992. 1993, Strickland voted against an
A couple of years ago, an art health care and other benefits norA comparison between the 1990 plan amendment by Congressman Rob- exhibit in New York about AIDS mally reserved for married couples.
and the Clinton plan shows that they ert Doman (R-Califomia) to cut 40% victims opened with NEA funds. A Luckily, theamendmeotdid pass 253are almost identical. Strickland's vote from the budgets of the National catalog at the show attacked New 167.
Endowment for the Humanities and York'slohnCardinalO'Connorasa
guaranteed a repeat of history.
Strickland's family values record
"fat cannibal" and a "creep in black is not much better. On March 25,
Besides voting for the Clinton bud- theNEA.
When Strickland votes in favor skirts." The catalog then called St. 1993, he voted to reject an amendget with its spending hikes, Strickland
also voted for other bills which require of the NEA, he is voting to use Patrick'sCathedrala''houseofwalk- ment that would have required federmore spending and more truces. On taxpayer money to support porno- ing swastikas." It then went on to ally funded "family planning" clinics
March 19, 1993, Strickland voted
say that now-foQDerCongress- to notify parents 48 hours in advance
man William Dannemeyer (R- of an abortion performed on a minor.
for Clinton's so-called "economic
Califomia) should be thrown Even ifyou are pro-choice (I am stuck
stimulus package" which was reoff the Empire State Building in the middle), you would have to
ally a pork-barrel spending proand it talked about how Sena- agree that a parent should have the
gram for special interest groups.
tor Jesse Helms (R-North Caro- right to know if an abortion is about to
On June 17, 1993, Strickland
voted for a $13 billion foreign aid
lina) should be doused i_n gaso- beperfennedontheirminordaugbter.
line and then set "his putrid ass Then on October 13, 1993, Strickland
package fo,r other countries. This
on fire."
voted against a bill that would have
$13 billion was a giveaway of
Thanks to Ted Strickland, used federal education money for
money that the United States had
to- borrow. Average cost per
taxpayer money is going to sup- vouchers and other mechanisms to
port these people and their sick allow parents to decide wharschools
household: $133.
their children should attend.
Strickland also voted against the ·graphic, sadomasochistic, and idea of art.
A good hard look at Ted StrickNorth American Free Trade Agree- homoerotic "art." Prior works
Strickland has also supported the
ment (NAFTA). Opponents of funded by the NEA include the infa- "gay rights" crowd in Congress, which land and you quickly realii.e that he is
NAFTA claimed that it would cost mous Mapplethorpe exhibit and a is proven by his horrendous voting not what this district or this country
Americans jobs as companies fled to separate work entitled "Piss Christ" record. On September 28, 1993, the needs. Hopefully, the people who
Mexico. Well, they have been wrong by Andres Serrano.
The House voted against a measure to lift elected him will recognii.e what they
on every account. NAFTA means Mapplethorpe exhibit, in case you the ban of open homosexuals serving really voted for and remove him from
more jobs for Americans and a wider did not know, contained a photo- in the military by a vote of 264-169. office in November of this year. Help
market for American products, and graph of a man shoving his hand up _But, of course, one of those 169 votes remove Ted Strickland from office
Strickland tried to stop that.
another man's butt. The rest of the in favor of lifting the ban belonged to and send him back where he belongs:
OnJuly 15, 1993,Stricklandvoted black-and-white photographs fol- Mr. Strickland.
back as a professor at Shawnee State
to accept the budget for the Depart- lowed that same homosexual theme.
OnJune30, 1993, Strickland voted and definitely not back on Capitol
ment of the Interior for Fiscal Year "Piss Christ" is a photograph of a against an amendment that prohibits Hill.
1994. This bill included$ l 66 milliol) plastic crucifix immersed in a bottle live-in homosexual partners from regJoshua J. Ramey is the UC Opinfor the National Endowment for the of urine generously supplied by the istering as married couples and using ion Editor
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varkdoes.
Anyway,theirwatercasksprung
a leak or something during the trip
and these Puritans were left with
nothing to drink but the beer they
had brought along. And despite all
thier protestations of piety and their
resolve to not commit sin, there is no
record of anyone aboard that ship
·
dying of thirst.
Now you have to picture these
Puritans--some of them old women,
children, blushing young virgins-having never had a drink before in
their lives, forced to drink warm,
strong beer all day long while the
ship rolled and pitched and went up
and down ...up and down ...up and
down. I'll bet they left a pretty clear
trail for the next boat to follow.
These diaries are sometimes considered part of American Uterature
although thepeople who wrote them
weren't American; had never seen
America, and probably wanted nothing more than to tum the damn boat
around and get back to their nice,
safe, cozy cell in the debtor's prison.
Anyway, these people kept diaries and those that were not rendered
unreadable by the sudden outrush of
warm, used beer make fairly inter-

esting reading.
Not nearly as interesting as the
entries in our fiction contest, though.
I must admit that some of the manuscripts we recieved sounded more
like diary entries than actual stories.
In fact, the story I wrote sounded
sort oflike a diary entry, didn't it?
But that doesn't really· matter.
Theimportantthingformostofthose
who submitted stories was to get
published. We've published most of
the stories, but we still have one or
two left to go.
Seeing your name in print is not
only a kick, but it can be useful in
getting your next story published.
Editors are more likely to publish
your work if you have already published somewhere else. So, if a prospective writer can state in a cover
letter that his work had been pub-.
lished in the Chronicle, this is a
definite advantage. True, the
Chronicle is "only" a college newspaper, but what editor is going to
know that?.
One story won't get published. It
appeared to be based on a series of
popular cartoon characters and .toysand we've been advised that it might
be illegal for us to publish that one

since we don't have the company's
permission. One or two of the stories
were too long to actually qualify for
the contest, but they will be appearing on the Fiction page anyway.
In what may be viewed.as a bit of
irony, the President of a local writer' s
group, Bob Boldman, didn't get a
story in on time. However, he did
submit a story for our Fiction page
and we will be publishing that story
soon.
· One story will be published as
soon as we learn the author's name.
The original manuscripts were turned
over to the contest judges as soon as
the contest deadline closed. We had,
of course, typed all the stories into
the computers. Unfortunately, we
left the author's name off one of the
stories. We can't publish it until we
discover the author's name, but the
story has gone to the judges and has
-an equal chance of winning the contest. The same is true of all the stories submitted. So, if whoever wrote
Jeffie Has a Plan would contact us,
we'll add your name to the copy in
our computers and publish the story.
It was originally planned that Dr.
Mirabello would judge the stories.
Alas, the deadline came too close to

the start of his Rusian trip and he
realized that he would not have time
to read all those stories and weigh
their relative merits and considec
them carefully and make a calm,
reasoned judgement. So he thought
it would be a good idea if we taped
all the stories to the wall, blindfolded him and he could play "Pin
the tail on the winning story."
We were able to talk him out of
that idea. Instead we gave all the
stories to Jim Flavin who enlisted
some colleagues and they are busily
poring over the stories as we write
this.
The winners should be announced in the next issue.
Hopefully, Bill Holmes and the
others who went to Russia are keepingjoumals of their stay there. We've
already recieved messages from
·them. Some of this material can be
found on the Forum page.
Anyway, the Chronicle is in the
process of establishing a Speedy
account, so we can hook into the
Internet from the office. If all goes
well, Bill Holmes, our Russian Correspondent will soon be transmitting
stories from Russia directly into the
Chronicle's computers.

Hopefully, we will be able to
send messages to Bill in Russia. This
would be tremendous fun and give
the University Community a chance
to get a firsthand view of the Russian
life and people.
If this works out, I hope to establish a regular feature in the Chronicle
which would be called Surfing the
Internet. Such a feature could provide not only instruction in how to
access the many features provided
by Internet, but alert people to new
features.
Just imagine if the Puritans had
had something like this! Ofcourse, it
wouldn't have been easy, stringing
high-speed telephone transmission
lines across the Atlantic, but at least
we'd know what actually happened
at Roanoke.
Well, I've definitely exceeded
my word-count for this week and we
didn't get very far in American literature. We'll try to do better next
time when we talk about John Smitb,
Cotton Mather and William Byrd.
Till then, keep those cards and
letters comin' in. ·

We think that "Words" Henderson is the UC Editor-in-Chief.
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The Pros and Cons of Hitchhiking

by David Dyer

Class began promptly at 12:30 in
the afternoon and lasted until 2:30.
Mr. Eldrich adhered to a tight and
rigid schedule with the twenty-four
students in his history class. No one
talked out oftum, chewed gum, slept,
or forgot their holt)e'work. Of course,
from time to time, the rules would
get broken; on these rare occasions,
punishment could be quite severe.
Classroom humiliation had proven
to be the most effective tool for Mr.
Eldrich to keep his class in line.
On this particular day, everything seemed to go wrong throughout the morning classes at the community college: missing papers,
unexcused absences, David Smart
falling asleep, in the back of the
classroom- even a false fire alarm
half-way during an important lecture. Lunch wasn't much better. In
one very brief hour, Mr. Eldrich was
expected to eat and accomplish every other errand associated with a
payday Friday.
Sam Eldrich sat at the rusted
table at the town's little dairy bar
eating his lunch. He watched the
people come and go. Through the
hurried laughter of the crowd, they
all seemed so plastic- a configuration of robots with no sense of direction or purpose. A car full of teenagers circled the drive-in over and over.
Sam ran his wrinkled hand through
his gray, thinning hair as he observed the kids making noise, consumed by the moment, He wondered how they communicated with
the volume on their car stereo blaring at an ear-splitting lev~l. Sam
foWld himself somewhat shocked
when be laughed himself as the hot
rod bounced in the air each time it hit
one of the speed bumps. The funny
part was thateyery time the car would
hit on of the speed bumps, the boys
in the car would burst into hysterical
laughter as if it were the first time it
had happen~

of days gone by, or perhaps he had
just needed a break from the hectic
world he ha,d found himself caught
up in. But as quickly as his spirits
had lifted, they just as quickly plummeted.
"Hey you old fag! What are you
staring at?!"
The comment came from the
automobile he had been watching
circle the dairy bar. Sam could feel
his face tum crimson as the waves of
hostility flowed through his weary
soul. He stood with the notion of
walking over to the car, pulling them
out, one by one, and beating them
senseless. But what would that
prove? Instead, he kicked the rusted
chair over, knocking the table on its
side. Lunch was officially over and
it was back to the strain of the
afternoon.
As he walked into the classroom, Sam could sense the ungrateful attituae of the students as
they began filing in the door. "I
don't know why I go through this
torture, day after day," he thought
to himself. Dam had recently
turned sixty, and the distance between his students and himself had
widened. There was 'a time when
he felt like one of them, but it all
seemed so long ago. These students were animals, and Sam had
no idea why they were here. It
couldn't be for an education- that
was for sure. He envisionea their
parents at odds with what to do and
coming up with the brilliant idea of
sending them off to college- the
place to keep them out of trouble
and out of their hair for a couple of
years.
Terry was the new student in
the class, a good student overall,
but not yet familiar with Mr.
Eldrich's rules of procedure. As
class began and Mr. Eldrich began
collecting the homework assignments from the previous day, Terry
realized he had left his notebook in
his car. After he had made an
unsuccess fut attempt to be excused
to fetch it, Mr. Eldrich decided to
make another of his classroom examples and get rid of some pent-up

And if this wasn't enough entertainment, the boys felt obliged to
provide more. At the second speed
bump, the youngest lad- a curly red
haired boy with bib overalls-jumped
from the car, ran to the other entrance of the drive-in, and waited for
the car to circle. He displayed his
thumb to the world in total mockery
as he said, "Hey, can l get a lift?''
The car stopped, the door swung
open, and he jumped inside to a
round of insane chuckles.

The cold, calculated look from
the teacher silenced the room; they
knew what was coming. He walked
to the head of the class,·turned
slowly, them spoke.

For a brief moment, Sam felt his
spirits begin to lighten. Maybe it
was the reminder he was witnessing

"Class, Mr. Terry Howard, sitting in row number four, seat number two, seems to have left his

anger.

homework assignment out in his
car. As you may have npticed, he
remembered to bring shoes, pens,
clothes, books, and so forth. But,
I ask you, did he remember his
homework? Of course not! Look,
Mr. Howard, I've taught school
for thirty-five years, and in that
span of time have heard. that lame
excuse at least one million times.
Well, Mr. Howard, I want you,
along with everyone else in this
room to know one thing" No one
gets a free ride in my class!
Sam Eldrich felt the salty,
bloody taste of victory from .the
war of revenge, coupled with a
wicked, but serene peace of mindalmost as good as the few short moments at the dairy bar before the
altercation. He felt the assurance
power. The remainder of the class
lecture went smoothly and the students filed silently out of the classroom as the bell rang.

ot

Sam Ii ved in a log cabin twentyone miles from t1'e· school. He
loved the privacy ofthe,retreat, but
hated the drive to and from work.
The old Cadillac groaned and
whined as he slammed his foot on
the accelerator. He turned on the
radio, relaxing back into the worn,
but comfortable seat for the journey home. The countryside was
beautiful and deserted- just the way
he liked it. "This is great! I don't
need anyone at all," he selfishly
thought to himself.
'At the same instant he was
thinking that thought, the old
Cadillac began to cough and sputter. Sam pumped the gas pedal a
few times, but it didn't seem to
help. Panic seized him as he
glanced down to see the red light
on the dashboard glowing the word
EMPTY. "Damn-it anyway," he
swore unto the open air. After he
pulled to the side of the road and
calmed do~n somewhat, he got
out and began walking back into
town for help.

T h e
"beautiful"
countrys_ide
looked different now.
Sam would
have been
glad to trade
in his "deserted" land. scape for
one farm
house with a
gas pump at
this moment.

But none of this would make the' dad told me_,:,,just last week, he
situation any better, so he walked wished he'·d kept that car of his.
and tried to concentrate on happier There's something to be said for
times. "I suppose I have a lot to be older things, I mean they're dethankful for," said Sam to Sam. pendable and all. They just don't
Yes, the past few years Sam found make things like they used to anyhimself as his only true friend. It more."
was evident in the way he ~ad begun talking to himself out loud.
Sam planned his next move
while vaguely listening to Terry.
" 'Old fag,• my ass," he contin- He didn't appear to be mad about
ued speaking. If those damn kids the incident in the classroom eihad any idea of what a stud I was ther. In fact, he was now in the
when I was their ages .... " But, the" process of telling him how he enstatement only served to remind joyed his class. As Sam listened to
him of his greatest fear- his age, Terry, he glanced around his car
and Sam cut his speech short as he and noticed the notebook on the
continued down the road. He had back seat. He searched over and
only been walking for fifteen min- over in his mind for the words, but
utes, but it seemed much longer.
they wouldn't com,. He also realized Terry had stopped talking and
· Suddenly, an automobile ap- they were riding in total silence.
proached and slowed to a stop. He finally said, "Terry, about this
Sam frantically waved his arms in afternoon .... "
the air, opened the car door and
Terry cut him off in the middle
jumped in, not even bothering to
notice its driver. It was Terry of his sentence and said, "Mr.
Howard! Sam slumped into the Eldrich, It's alright. I don't think
seat and tried to hide his embar- any words of explanation are necrassment as the fragments of the essary. Besides, I'd like you to
afternoon class stabbed at him.
know that you are in mx classroom, now, and I guess you'll just
"Well, hello there, Mr, have to obey my rules. I think you
Eldrich," said a cheerful Terry. "I put it best today when you said 'No
thought that was your car I passed one gets a free ride,,' right?
back there. What seems to be the
problem? Out of gas?"
Mr. Sam Eldrich looked at his
shaking hands. He didn't know if
Sam could only nod as he felt Terry was serious or joking around.
the dryness in his throat.
The worst part was not knowing
which, and, the silence that filled
"My dad used to have an old the car again. .
Cadillac just like yours," continued Terry. "You've got to keep
It would prove to be an interthose things full of gas, I mean, esting ride back into town.
because they really drink it. My
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ersity Chronicl
Softball, Florida-Style

by Tom Davis

•

uc Sports Editor

After only two practices out>side, the Bears softball team headed
for sunny Pensacola on Saturday,
March 19th. One practice Sunday
and two Monday made a total of
five outside workouts. The Bears
faced Joliet Tuesday and won I
0. Facing a Junior College team
made this a scrimmage game. No
seconds kept for this game and
with Hiwasse, Tennessee, which
Shawnee won 11-6 on Thursday.
SSU played Otterbein right after Joliet and won 8-0. Kim White
captured the win by tossing a twohitter. She gave up singles in the
4th and 5th inninis while striking
out nine batters.
The Bears OQly managed six
hits and Jill Walters collected two
ofthosewithasingleandadouble.
Her double in the second inning
cleared the bases for three R.BI' s.
On Wednesday Shawnee faced
MonmouthoutofNew.Jersey. This
wasn't Shawnee' s day. Monmouth
scored eigt,t runs--seven of those
were unearned!--totake an 8-5 vietory over the Bears. SSU had five
crucial errors. LeahFickellgotthe
Joss while giving up four runs on
three hits. She had three errors
behind her that allowed all four
unearned runs. Kim White reAries (March 21 · April 20)
'Friends who .support you Ver"-aUymaytumtheoppositewaywhen
things boil down to the bottom line:
Keep your guard up. Avoid embar~
rassment !lDd try to fight yqur instinct for blurting

z-

,

placed her in the third and had an the game at 2-2. Teresa Lewis then
almost identical record. She al- hit into a 6-5 fielder's choice to
lowed four runs on four hits and end the inning.
.
had two errors behind her that ereIn the top of the seventh St.
ated three unearned runs. Multiple Mary's threatened again . With one
hit leaders were Judy Shupert and out Sue Urbanovsky siflgled to
Missy Lawson. Shupert was 2 for 3 right. She was immediately rewith a ~ingle and a double, two moved from the base paths when
RBI' s and two runs scored. Missy the next batter hit a one-bouncer
Lawson was 2 for 2 with two back to Whit~. who forced
singles.
Urbanovsky out at second. Then
St. Mary's University of Texas- White induced the next hitter to hit
-which was ranked number 3 in the a bleeder to first for the final out.
nation--wasonThursday'sagenda.
The Bears came to the plate in
This was a real test for the Bears. the bottom of the seventh tied 2-2.
This turned out to be a pitcher's After two outs everybody was talkduel. St. Mary's scored two in the ing extra innings . But Renee
fourth, one earned, one on a Bears Walls, with a 2-ball 2-strike count
error. St. Mary's pitcher, Gates, on her, stepped back into the box
held Shawnee to a leatloff single with a determined look and rockby Shupert in the first inning and eted a d~uble to right center. Then
dominated the Bears through the Kim White was walkedon four
first five innings. Shupert led off straightpitchesnoneofwhichwere
the sixth with a single, the Bears' anywhere near the strike zone. Jill
second hit of the game. Renee Walters then stepped to the plate
Walls forced Shupert out at sec- and sai\t: "The heck with extra
ond. KiM White forced Walls out innings." She rifled a shot to rightat second. Jill Walters' singled, as center for the game winning RBI.
did Brandi Rose, loading the bases. SSU 3, St. Mary's 2. White pitched
Lisa Harri's came to the plate and a three-hitter.
with a 1-2 count and two outs she
Friday morning Shawnee had
singled sharply to left, scoring their running shoes on as they scamWhite. Leah Fickell then induced pered around the bases for 17 runs
a walk from Gates to send Walters · on 15 hits to demolish Lawrence
homeandcollectanRBI. Thistied University of Kansas 17- 1. Leah
through your priorities. With all that charity with either your money or
needs doi.Ilg, you'll achieve success time. Your good example will be,
by handling one; thing at a time. A followed.
•
good jd~will pay off in the near
Sagittarius (Nov.23-Pec.21)
·
Don't try to buy 'Iove through
'charred. ··
Virgo (Aug. 24 • Sept. 23)
gifts. Your presence and caring is
all you need to truly

out whatever is on
your mind.
Taurus (April
21-May21)
Speak. positive
aboutyourpeersthis
week and don't say
anythingaboutthem
you would not want
said about yourself
or you may be
haunted later. Keep
domestic matters
private.
Gemini (May 22 -June 21)
You are liiely to be a pleasant
person this week due to the selfimprovements that you've made.
Become a better friend and 4on't
pretend to be sincere about something that you aren ..t.
Cancer (June 22 • July 23)
Qon 't let frustrations cause you
·
t o g1·,;
..e up on an 1mpo
nt proJect.
As the week goes on you'll see that
lifegetseasier. Yournurturingside

Don't ignore romance hccau e
of stress. You need a little TLC.
This is the week to let your hair
down. ) a social engagement nqw
and then is notul}reasonable.
Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)
Don't gamt,Ie with your money
or your emotional future. Things
take time• the greatest building is
built one brick at a time. Cheer up,
· he spa11·1gh, tis
• -::ommg
•
your day mt
soon.
·
Scorpio (Oct.24-Nov.22)

(Dec.
You have many
good ideas, but they
are useless unless
you put them into
ac t ion .
Initiate
change and you will find success.
Believe !hat yog deserve the best
.an.d that is w~t you will get.
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)
A hectic scbedult leaves'you
withvery]ittlefreetime. Ifyou are
feeling run qown, use your spare
time to take a 1>9wer nap. Take a
carefullook at your eating habits.
Pisces (Feb. 20 • March 20)
J)on'tgetfrustratedov,:rminot"
charade. Life is wonderful if you
lookattb9bigpicture. Honestyis

ma~C::: ~~;..~ :e_
You need peace and guietto sort

ing
0s::!~n;P~~;;
out and meet people. Give to a

things.
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satisfy a loved one,
You need to let go of
past burdens, the
presentseemstolook
much more beneficiaL
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Fickell· evened her record at l- l,
giving up one run on six hits. Iqm
White led the hit parade with two
doubles and a grand slam homer.
She also collected 6 RBI' s and
scored three runs. Jill Walters also
contributed to the game with a solo
shot.
Judy Shupert was 2 for 4. Renee
Walls was 2 for 3 with a pair of
doubles,2RBl's,and3runsscored.
Lisa Harris had a couple of singles
and Heather Birmingham was 2 for
3 with an RBI single and a double .
Everybody in the Bears' batting
order had at least one hit.
The next game Shawnee's hits
were exhausted. They could only
manage two hits against Mobile's
pitcher, Tsetsilos, and lost 2-0.
White took her first loss of the
season, giving up one earned run
on six hits.
The final game was Friday night
at 9:30pm. Shawnee was playing
1992's NAIA National Champs,
Pacific Lutheran, which is this
year's number two ranked team in
the nation. It was a pitcher's duel
the whole game. Heather Binningham kept Pacific off balance all
night with pinpoint pitching. The
defense shored up throughout the
game and com,mitted only two errorsthathadnoconsequence. After seven innings the score was tied
0-0 and each team had five hits. In
the top of the eighth, Birmingham
helped her own cause with a lead-

off double and advanced to third
on a wild pitch. She was ·left
stranded there as the next three
hitters went down in order.
Tfiere was a little controversy
though. With Birmingham on third,
the base umpire was standing in
left field close to third. Renee
Walls had a 3-1 count on her. On
a pitch low and away, Walls
checked her swing for ball four.
But the plate umpire, uncertain of
what the call should be, appealed
. to the base umpire in left field and
he rung up a strike. Walls is a
right handed hitter and there was
no way he could see anything in
left field. Why was this a controversy? Because Kim White was
up next and she usually hits deep
drives. The next pitch Walls
struck out and White flied out
deeply to center. Had the 3-1
pitch to Walls been called a ball,
there would have been runners
on first and third with only one
out.
In the eighth Pacific led off
. with a double and the next two
hitters grounded out easily. Then
Pacific's first baseman hit a
single to right center to drive in
the game winning run.
The Bears played some of the
bestteamsinthenation·inFlorida
and came back 3-3. They realized that, with hard work and
Jots of practice, they can play
with the top dogs.
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(News Re.ease)

Kiln White,
freshman (or
fresbwoman) pitcher from Owen
Sound, Ontario ·has been named
NAIANatiottal Softball Pitcher bf
the Week, Mid-Ohio Conference
Pitcher of the Week, and District
22 Pit5ber of the Week. Kim threw
a no--hittec versus Mt. Vernon and
later recotded a save in the sec~

ond game of Ole doubleheader. :
Kim faced only 22 batters Mille

pitching her no-hitter. Fortbe wet¼,

Kiinpitched 82/3 innin$S,dowins ·
no hits and'no runs, strjking outtwe
batters and _walking node. Kini ·~

came the first pitcher ftoin District
22 to earn the honor since the t,00
season.
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Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with
VALID 1.0. ONLY!
8-BALL _Toumaments every Wednesday night
Mon.-Thur. I :00-1 I :00 ~ri. & Sat 12:00-1 :00 Sun. I :00- 1·I :00

Buy one per,on, one hour -

second person half price coupon offer
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